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A crowdfunded video game from the acclaimed art team at Ninja Theory, "Devil May Cry 5" is the next installment in the critically-acclaimed action game
series. "DmC 5" will be powered by the Unreal Engine 4, and include the ability to form an ultimate team of three playable characters: Dante, Vergil and
Lady, each with their own unique moveset and playstyle, as well as three special moves. While exploring a world inspired by the "Devil May Cry" series'
iconic locations, players will execute stylish parkour-inspired combos, dodge and counter enemy attacks, and use weaponry such as the legendary Red

Grave Gun and the devastating Devil Bringer. In addition to the main story, multiple side quests and plenty of iconic set pieces will be present, providing
players with a wealth of content to discover and explore. DmC Devil May Cry, a reboot of the beloved franchise featuring the popular Japanese Ninja
Theory team, will be available on Xbox One, PlayStation®4 computer entertainment system and Windows PC in January 15, 2013 in North America,

Europe and Australia. Developed by Ninja Theory and published by Capcom for the Xbox 360, PlayStation 3 and PC, this is Dante's second trip through
the devilish netherworlds. Six years since his last outing, Dante finds himself woefully outmatched when he's sent to rescue a young woman from a den
of psychotic demons. In the basement, he meets Vergil, an assassin who had been banished from Hell, and he must fight his way through a hundred of
his worst foes to rescue the girl. Devil May Cry 5 is powered by the Unreal Engine 4 and will be launched on current-gen platforms including Xbox One,
PlayStation 4 and PC. The developers at Ninja Theory are ready to give gamers an experience worthy of the beloved franchise, one that features all the

style and attitude of the originals, all the charm of Dante's journey, and a whole lot more.
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this game is really
really fun. there
are 4 characters,

each with a special
set of skills. dante
has, of course, the

most skills, but
he's also the

slowest. vergil is
really fast, but he
is very weak. you
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can even choose
between being a
melee fighter or a

ranged fighter.
even though the

game doesn't feel
as polished as the
previous ones, it
still feels really
really good, and
there's nothing

better than having
a devil may cry
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game for the ps3.
the music is

awesome, the
visuals are even
better and the

boss battles are
awesome. the

story is a little too
cheesy, but that's

not the game's
fault. if you liked

dante in other
games, you will
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love him in this
game too. new

features include:
features: - story

mode which
features a new
story and new
characters. -

optional free-form
combat, allowing
the player to pick
their own attacks.
- gambit mode, in
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which the player
can pick any

attacks and go for
combos in

succession. - the
ability to execute

ninja hunts, similar
to the traditional

devil may cry
combat. - a new

playable
character, nero. -
new game plus,
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allowing players to
continue from their
last save point. at
the same time, the
game stands out
because of it's

story. the
protagonist nero is

engaged in a
struggle against
the mysterious
forces, trying to

save his girlfriend
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lucia. he is guided
by the demon

hunter vergil, who
is in league with
the devil himself.

nero is in
possession of

ancient weapons,
capable of

transforming his
physical form into

several demon
forms. weapons of
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this kind are also
called devil

weapons. do you
like the above

games? are you
looking for a way

to enjoy devil may
cry 4 without

paying for it? do
you like to play

games on your pc?
then, you are at
the right place,
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here you can find
a special discount
only for you, so

you don't have to
spend your money

on buying the
game! you are

now on the official
website of the
devil may cry 4

game for pc. on it,
you will find a

discount to make
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you save money
and time!
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